
 

 

 

The primary mission of the USGA is to serve everyone who loves and respects 
the game of golf.  The USGA preserves the sport’s past, fosters its future and 
champions its best interests for all who enjoy the game.  Recognizing the 
central importance of its website (USGA.org) to achieve its core objectives, the 
USGA developed a long-term strategic charter for its online presence. 

The charter called for the expansion of the USGA website into a comprehensive 
portal, adding many additional repositories of valuable content, offering highly 
relevant material to each member based on their interests, along with 
interactively-driven content in the future.  By offering a dramatically improved 
experience, the USGA would more actively engage members, drive new 
membership, and encourage increased site visits and online shopping for USGA 
merchandise. 

The new USGA website would also require the integration of several disparate 
content sources, along with USGA member and merchandise databases.  The 
USGA selected Attivio’s Active Intelligence Engine® (AIE®) to realize its strategic 
vision, fulfilling both immediate and long-term needs. 

ACTIVELY ENGAGE MEMBERS WITH HIGHLY RELEVANT, EASILY ACCESSED 
CONTENT 

The USGA had no shortage of valuable material to extend to its website, 
including content from its digital asset management (DAM) system; 
USOpen.com site content, hosted by IBM; Rules of Golf and other content 
repositories; and the largest golf historical archive in the world.  Prior to 
working with Attivio, the USGA used the Google Search Appliance, which could 
ingest content only from a very limited number of systems, significantly 
impeding website expansion.   

Even worse, the Google Search Appliance did not provide an acceptable level of 
relevancy in response to members and visitors seeking information, 
discouraging site visitors from further exploring the site.  It also did not address 
the USGA’s strategic plan to integrate its member and merchandise databases 
with its content offerings to maximize the relevancy of website content offered 
to each member. 

The USGA implemented AIE, replacing the limited capabilities of its legacy 
infrastructure with a world-class unified information access (UIA) platform, 
capable of ingesting and integrating all of its information assets, including its 
member and merchandise databases.  New content sources are easily added 
with no need to re-index existing content.  

AIE enables the USGA to actively engage members and visitors with highly 
relevant information matching their queries or navigation choices, regardless of 
content source or format.   

No matter what information the user is looking for, AIE delivers the most 
relevant news, events, history, rules, multimedia, historical archives, and 
information pertaining to USGA members and merchandise.  

Founded in 1894, the USGA is the 
national not-for-profit governing body 
of golf in the U.S. and Mexico, a 
combined territory serving more than 
half the world’s golfers and golf 
courses. The USGA’s most visible role is 
played out each season in conducting 
13 national championships, including 
the U.S. Open, U.S. Women’s Open and 
U.S. Senior Open. Ten additional USGA 
national championships are exclusively 
for amateurs.  

The USGA also writes the Rules of Golf, 
conducts equipment testing, provides 
expert course maintenance 
consultations, maintains a Handicap 
System and administers an ongoing 
“For the Good of the Game” grants 
program, which has allocated more 
than $63 million over 11 years to 
successful programs that bring the 
game’s values to youths from 
disadvantaged backgrounds and people 
with disabilities. 
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For example, a site visitor may initially search for “course,” receive results by 
content center, and refine the search to show only “course” content that also 
references “Jack Nicklaus.” AIE enables members to effectively explore and 
discover USGA content, ensuring a highly relevant and engaging website 
experience. 

A STRATEGIC INVESTMENT ENABLING NEW CONTENT AND INNOVATIVE 
NEW APPLICATIONS 

AIE has proven to be a strategic investment for the USGA, serving as an 
enterprise technology platform accelerating the USGA’s online strategic 
roadmap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIE has enabled rapid delivery of new content, plus exciting new applications, 
such as an interactive golf course finder.  AIE made such new features, once 
thought too complex or costly, achievable – on time and under budget. 

Summing up the strategic value provided by AIE, Ellen Currid, Head of USGA 
Digital Media, said, “Attivio helped us quickly take our website search and 
information access experience from a generic Google Search Appliance to a 
customized and intuitive unified information access platform that integrates 
multiple data points.” 

“Beyond this major improvement, Attivio continues to work with us on new 
ways to leverage AIE and launch innovative applications off their platform.” 

 

 

 

AIE is the unified information access (UIA) enterprise platform powering the USGA.org website. 
Members and visitors easily explore and find highly relevant content across all content centers (above). 
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“Attivio helped us 
quickly take our website 
search and information 
access experience…to a 
customized and intuitive 
unified information 
access platform that 
integrates multiple data 
points… 

Attivio continues to 
work with us on new 
ways to leverage AIE and 
launch innovative 
applications off their 
platform.” 

                   - Ellen Currid, USGA 
Digital Media 
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